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Introduction 
Researchers and policymakers in Australia are making strides towards identifying the 

opportunities for Australia to fully embrace a transportation future shaped by electric 

vehicles (EVs). Earlier research on this topic highlighted the economic affordability and 

technological feasibility of a rapid shift to both personal and commercial EVs (see 

Beyond Zero Emissions & MRCagney 2016). Subsequent research has also quantified 

the need for increased supply of EVs to Australian markets, citing numerous benefits to 

both consumers and the economy from EV adoption (see Electric Vehicles Council 

2022a; 2022b; 2021). Public polling has also found that Australians want to drive EVs, 

and that they expect governments to actively make the EV transition a reality for both 

consumers and industry (see Quicke 2021). 

 

One important aspect of this transition that requires further investigation the 

opportunity it opens for the expansion of Australian industry through EV and EV-

related manufacturing. The Carmichael Centre’s recent report Rebuilding Vehicle 

Manufacture in Australia: Industrial Opportunities in an Electrified Future (Dean 2022, 

henceforth referred to as the Rebuilding report) helped fill this knowledge gap. It 

summarised how Australia’s combination of rich mineral reserves, an advanced 

industrial base, a highly skilled workforce and strong consumer interest could provide 

the foundation for significant industrial opportunities. The Rebuilding report argued 

that developing an EV2 manufacturing industry in Australia would be possible if the 

federal government would commit to a more proactive approach to environmental and 

industry policy issues and coordinate existing strengths within a policy framework 

supportive of domestic EV-related manufacturing. 

 

Since the publication of the Rebuilding report, new openings and opportunities have 

emerged in the EV industry space in Australia, including growth in the manufacture of 

EV buses and trucks, EV components, and EV battery materials processing ventures that 

hold potential to develop value-adding critical minerals capabilities. But much more is 

needed to position Australia so that it can build a larger share of the rapidly growing 

global EV industry. 

 

The purpose of this paper is to consider this opportunity by reviewing the key 

arguments and recommendations of the Rebuilding report, examining what has been 

done to capitalise on the opportunities identified in the report since its publication, and 

exploring what potential opportunities might be captured by Commonwealth and state 

governments finally embracing an active approach to industry policy. This review is 

supported by input from key stakeholders, specifically the Australian Manufacturing 

Workers Union (AMWU), the Electric Vehicles Council, and the Future Battery 

 
2 The Rebuilding report used the term “electric vehicle” as largely referring to battery electric vehicles (BEVs). 

But given the potential of other zero emissions technologies that are crucial to decarbonising transport, the terms 

“electric vehicle” and “EV” in this report refer to both BEVs and “fuel-cell electric vehicles” (FCEVs). 
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Industries Cooperative Research Centre (FBICRC). These stakeholders’ knowledge of 

policy, skills, workforce, industry, infrastructure, strategy, and legislation demonstrates 

how a sustainable Australian EV manufacturing industry could develop into a 

competitive economic advantage. 
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Industrial Possibilities in an Electrified Future 
The Rebuilding report confirmed that Australia possesses many of the key elements 

needed to enable the development of an EV manufacturing industry: 

• rich mineral reserves; 

• an advanced industrial base; 

• a highly skilled workforce;  

• capital assets (including surprisingly resilient infrastructure remaining from 

previous automotive manufacturing facilities); and 

• consumer interest in an EV manufacturing-driven economic future. 

However, the Rebuilding report also argued that despite evident economic strengths, 

Australia has so far lacked a strategic national industry policy to make the most of these 

opportunities for EV manufacturing. Such a policy is necessary to coordinate the various 

segments of industry and the economy to shape significant opportunities for 

competitive economic development. 

 

Global experience shows that active industry policy is central to industrial success. The 

Carmichael Centre’s Rebuilding report identified four “building blocks” essential to the 

future success of an Australian EV manufacturing industry policy, and argued that these 

must all be pursued in future industry policymaking efforts. These necessary elements 

are summarised in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1. Four Building Blocks 
for EV Manufacturing in Australia 

Building Block Actions 
1. Transforming Australia’s Resource 

Industries 
The transformation of critical minerals 
into elaborately manufactured products 
undertaken through downstream value-
adding processes in Australia’s domestic 
primary and manufacturing industries. 
 

• Developing more sophisticated value-
added processing and transformation of 
raw materials in Australia; and 

• Transformations of raw commodity 
exports into strategic manufactured 
components, i.e., lithium-ion batteries. 

2. Mobilising Capital and Developing 
Supply Chains 
A future EV manufacturing industry 
should build on the enormous potential 
that remains in automotive supply chains, 
which still employ thousands of 
Australian workers, to contribute high-
quality manufactured goods to both 
global supply chains and domestic final 
assembly operations. 
 

• Nurturing stronger innovative capacity 
amongst SMEs; 

• Support for firms clustering in industrial 
precincts; 

• Taking advantage of existing capital 
infrastructure; and 

• A rapid shift in national energy policy to 
aid decarbonisation in the manufacturing 
sector. 

3. Education and Skills for High-Value 
Industries 
Australia already possesses an industrial 
workforce of skilled and experienced 
workers, capable of meeting the needs of 
a growing EV industry, supported by 
ongoing retraining and upskilling. Some 
workers who lost employment in 
automotive closures over the last decade 
are an additional potential source of 
labour supply. 
 

• Major investment in new training 
packages and their delivery by a well-
funded Vocational Education and 
Training (VET) sector, with most of the 
education and skills provided by the 
state- and territory-based TAFE system; 
and 

• Major overhaul of training packages, 
involving union and worker input to skills 
and qualifications changes to identify 
gaps in existing provision of training and 
skills in VET. 

4. An Active Role for Government and 
Other Key Institutions in EV Industry 
Development 
Putting an EV manufacturing industry at 
the centre of future renewables-led 
economic development requires 
government leadership in the form of an 
industry policy that involves seeding a 
range of viable innovative industrial 
pathways. 
Unions and other civil society 
organisations must play have an active 
role in enhancing the resulting benefits of 
EV industry growth for workers, the 
public and future generations. 

• Government co-investment in secondary 
industrial processes carried out 
downstream from extractive industries; 

• Regulating skills development; 
• Supporting supply chain enhancement;  
• Encouraging use of EVs by consumers 

through sales incentives; 
• Investment in charging infrastructure; 
• Regulation of emissions through fuel 

efficiency and other standards; and 
• Government fleet procurement strategies. 
• Investment in research and development 

to support local industry; 
• Worker input to innovation processes;  
• Active community participation. 
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Australia’s Role in the Global Economy 
As detailed in the Rebuilding report, in a global economy that increasingly sees nations 

compete on the grounds of “economic complexity”, the embodiment of productive 

knowledge in exports reflects a nation’s economic sophistication. Therefore, the 

embodiment of complex knowledge in sophisticated, high-value solutions to climate and 

sustainability problems could become a major global competitive advantage for 

Australia. In 2022, Australia’s ranking in the global index of economic complexity 

dipped to 91st out of 133 countries included in the study. This is a concerning 

development, especially given that Australia ranked 55th in 1995 and 86th in 2019.3 This 

drop in ranking reflects a lack of sophisticated channels by which the productive 

knowledge available in the Australian economy is harnessed to make complex products 

and develop valuable services that attract high export market value. Instead, Australia’s 

exports and overall development trajectory have become increasingly and narrowly 

focused on the extraction and export of non-renewable, largely unprocessed minerals. 

 

However, a low level of economic complexity in Australia does not necessarily reflect a 

lack of productive knowledge within its economy, but rather a lack of this knowledge 

being used strategically to develop advanced industries. Australia has an abundance of 

the key building blocks of an EV industry policy: a highly skilled workforce, capital and 

supply chains, critical minerals and capable governments and institutions. These open 

opportunities to apply Australian knowledge, skills and expertise to maximise the 

industrial and value-adding potential of our physical, human, and technological 

resources. Hence, an active EV industry policy is a critical way to coordinate Australia’s 

social and economic resources towards the manufacture and export of products and 

services that can restore Australia’s economic complexity, diversify our economy, and 

capture opportunities in the rapidly growing global market for renewable energy 

systems and components. This is an essential task of government if Australia is to arrest 

and reverse its rapidly deteriorating economic position in global trade. 

 

  

 
3 Australia’s economic complexity ranking in 1995 was already far behind most OECD nations, now it ranks 

near the bottom of all industrial countries. 
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Making the Most of New Policy Opportunities 
The May 2022 change in federal government opens new policy opportunities to expand 

Australia’s manufacturing sector in step with the goals of a decarbonised economy. The 

strategic and coordinated development of EV manufacturing industries, including in 

heavy vehicle industries (i.e., buses and trucks), as well as battery materials processing 

and manufacturing, remain critical opportunities for government to leverage Australia’s 

key enabling elements into a viable, growing EV industry. This will make a significant 

contribution to restoring manufacturing’s share of GDP in Australia, which now sits 

between 5% and 6% – half its share 20 years ago, and the smallest of any OECD 

economy (Stanford 2020). 

 

Despite the opportunities foregone due to the closure of mass internal combustion 

engine (ICE) vehicle manufacturing in Australia, the new federal government has 

signalled its interest in actively nurturing Australia’s value-adding manufacturing 

industries. Another critical priority is addressing climate change in part by moving 

towards more targeted efforts to enhance Australia’s position in global value chains, 

nurture new technologically advanced industries, and create highly skilled jobs. 
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Review of Recommendations for Rebuilding Vehicle Manufacture 

in Australia 
Considering recent developments in the EV industry policy landscape, five of the initial 

nine specific recommendations put forward in the Rebuilding report are further 

developed below as opportunities that the federal government can support with 

industry policy. These are key areas where there is practical and evident opportunity 

for government to commit to strategic, coordinated policymaking that delivers positive 

EV manufacturing industry outcomes. 

 

Recommendation #1: An Electric Vehicle 'National Innovation Council’ 

The new Commonwealth government has set a precedent for a consensus-based 

approach to industrial policy issues. A clear sign of consensus-building was produced at 

the Electric Vehicles Summit on 19 August 2022 in Canberra. The Summit brought 

together industry representatives, automotive peak bodies, researchers, environmental 

organisations and unions to discuss Australia’s EV opportunities as a major industrial 

component of meeting national climate policy targets. The EV Summit revealed 

encouraging signs that industry is prepared to work proactively with unions to develop 

an EV industry in Australia, along with related industrial opportunities for domestic 

manufacturing, supply and value chain opportunities, with a view to increasing export 

potential. 

 

The Rebuilding report recommended that the federal government create an EV 

Manufacturing Industry Commission comprised of diverse stakeholders, including 

representatives from government, unions, business, and the community. The AMWU 

similarly proposed that governance on significant industry policy matters be designed 

in a tripartite manner, bringing together government, unions, and business groups to 

work on collaborative approaches to manufacturing. 

 

At the EV Summit, National Secretary of the AMWU, Steve Murphy called on the federal 

government to establish a tripartite Electric Vehicles National Innovation Council (NIC). 

An NIC with an enhanced emphasis on active industrial intervention and market co-

creation represents a concrete proposal for an Industry Commission – just the type of 

institution that could deliver a more active involvement in policymaking and pursuit of 

EV industry developments.  

 

The proposed NIC would: 

• Steer industry policy development; 

• Help to direct a just transition of fossil fuel industry jobs into sustainable EV-

related industries; 

• Coordinate skills and training; 

• Facilitate regulatory measures that evaluate technological changes, standards, 

and support mechanisms;  
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• Assess major projects or firms that attract public investment, ensuring that 

funding is allocated based on a project’s or firm’s aims to achieve social, 

industrial, employment and sovereign capability development outcomes (AMWU 

2022b, p. 18); and 

• Consult broadly on EV mass production opportunities, the status of Australia’s 

existing auto manufacturing supply chain, and how Australia’s capabilities can be 

scaled up to compete globally. At the same time Australia can actively appeal to 

global EV OEMs (original equipment manufacturers) as an investment location 

for their future production and assembly activities (AMWU 2022b, p. 22). 

 

Importantly, the composition of the NIC’s governing council would bring together 

experts from all sectors of industry and the broader ecosystem, permitting an enormous 

degree of information-sharing that could be translated into an active, strategic vehicle 

for industry policy implementation. 

 

The AMWU also recommended that a Manufacturing Industry Fund be established to 

assist local manufacturing businesses via investment in new and advanced production 

technologies (AMWU 2022a). This would be achieved through provision of low-interest 

finance, government share capital, loan guarantees and other mechanisms to encourage 

the reindustrialisation of the Australian economy. Both the NIC and the Industry Fund 

for EV manufacturing would strategically coordinate the development of an EV 

manufacturing industrial ecosystem. 

 

The new government’s National Reconstruction Fund (NRF) will allocate $15 

billion to supporting projects that create valuable Australian jobs in a range 

of key industries. The $1 billion of this fund allocated to advanced 

manufacturing and rebuilding Australia’s industrial base should include 

funding for the establishment of an Electric Vehicle National Innovation 

Council and a Manufacturing Industry Fund, on which the Council can draw to 

fund new initiatives that develop EV industry capabilities. 

Recommendation #2: A Public Procurement Policy 

At federal, state and local levels, the public sector is the largest buyer of vehicles in 

Australia. The Rebuilding report recommended that the federal government boost 

Australia’s EV manufacturing industry through an advanced public procurement 

strategy for domestically manufactured EVs, thus playing a lead role in potential 

market-creation for EV fleets across the whole economy.  

 

The Commonwealth government has committed to a low-emissions vehicle target for 

the Commonwealth fleet by 2025, which is that 75% of newly purchased and leased 

vehicles should be EVs. This goes beyond the 50% target recommended in the 
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Rebuilding report for the same deadline, and will make a 100% target by 2030 highly 

achievable. The 75% target is an important signal to all vehicle buyers, particularly 

private businesses considering EV fleets. It will drive down consumer costs of owning 

and operating EVs and will provide a much-needed boost to the second-hand EV 

market, which is presently very small. 

 

The federal government has acknowledged that it is moving in step with the fleet 

electrification targets of states like NSW, SA and Tasmania. By doing so, it will aid these 

and the other states and territories in formulating their own sustainable and achievable 

electrification and zero-emissions targets. 

 

The AMWU has advocated that that Australian government EV fleet targets also include 

increasing shares of local content in their manufacture, specifying that the value-adding 

in local content requirements must be performed by Australian workers (AMWU 2022b, 

p. 14). This can be reinforced by the government playing a direct employment role, 

hiring apprentices and trainees through the public service for major procurement 

projects (AMWU 2022c, p. 14). Investing in these essential skills means also restoring 

the funding and status of the public TAFE system across Australia. 

 

The AMWU (2022a) has also argued that bolstering domestic supply chains can reduce 

the final net cost of procurement by creating jobs that demand skilled workers and 

therefore attract higher wages that in turn increase government revenue. The AMWU’s 

“Support Aussie Made” campaign makes a case for rewriting Commonwealth 

procurement rules to preference local suppliers, manufacturers, and service providers. 

Inclusion of more domestically-produced content in EVs becomes possible with 

increased demand from government for those vehicles – in turn creating good jobs, and 

also sustaining industries and revitalising communities. This requires approaches to 

procurement that are not based on lowest cost considerations alone (AMWU 2022a, p. 

18). Procurement policy structured in this way would also reinvest subsequent 

government tax receipts back into a growing, and sustainable, EV industry. The outcome 

will be an increased GDP share and export share for manufacturing. Increasing 

manufacturing’s importance through public procurement is a common tactic at the 

heart of the industrial strategy of many advanced industrial nations, including the 

United States and Germany. 

 

In sum, public procurement aims must be reviewed and new opportunities to elaborate 

on demand-driven policy mechanisms seized. Such opportunities may include extending 

the definition of “local content” to include renewable energy technologies (including 

engineering and design services), the manufacturing of complex devices like wind 

turbines, and even the manufacturing of batteries, hydrogen cells, and related 

components. Such changes would help to develop EV supply chains and diversify 

businesses already operating in sustainable technology industrial niches. 
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A coordinated government EV procurement strategy could begin with 

reviewing tendering processes for heavy vehicle industries and legislating 

requirements for increased local content, with a long-term view to 

diversifying industries to meet procurement needs for a range of renewable 

industries across different economic sectors. 

 

The government can act as a market-creating EV customer to encourage 

investments in Australia’s capability to produce valuable EV components. 

This would help to relieve private sector uncertainty about placing significant 

EV orders, and build business confidence that development of competitive 

domestic EV supply chains will be backed by procurement policies in both the 

public and private sectors. 

 

Procurement deals between federal and state governments and supported 

EV manufacturers provide initial demand and stimulate domestic industry 

growth. The government as a primary EV customer can accelerate the 

creation of a sustainable EV industry with a growing customer base. 

 

Recommendation #3: Develop a Modern, Sustainable EV Manufacturing 

Ecosystem  

To sustain a domestic EV manufacturing industry, Australia must develop a strong, 

capable and rigorous supply chain to acquire the critical minerals and renewable energy 

commodities necessary for manufacturing EVs and EV components. The Rebuilding 

report recommended that the new government identify the investments in Australian 

supply chains that are necessary to strengthen EV industry capabilities. As in the case of 

procurement of EV fleets, government investment can help to secure private sector buy-

in to an industrial future in which primary and manufacturing sectors work together, 

creating high-value exports and diverse domestic production capabilities, with the aim 

of broader decarbonisation of the economy. 

 

3.1 Develop EV supply chains 

There have been encouraging developments in Australia’s automotive manufacturing 

industry since the publication of the Rebuilding report. Figures from the Australian 

Bureau of Statistics (see ABS 2021, 2022) indicate that the death of automotive 

manufacturing in Australia after 2017 was declared prematurely. Table 2 below shows 

that Australian automotive manufacturing still maintains an important (and growing) 

level of activity, including contributions to innovation, productivity, and exports. The 

data in Table 2 reveal that automotive manufacturing expanded total output and value-

added in 2020-21 (consisting largely of automotive parts and components) and 
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experienced only a slight decline in employment (remaining at significantly robust 

levels despite the employment impacts of the pandemic). 

 

Within the overall automotive manufacturing industry, small and medium-sized 

Enterprises (SMEs) now make up a far larger share of employment, given the departure 

of major automotive OEMs (‘anchor’ firms) in Australia – the last being Holden, which 

closed in 2017. Despite these closures, thousands of people continue to work in 

Australia’s automotive parts manufacturing supply chain, meaning Australian products 

are still supplied to heavy vehicle (i.e., bus, truck and trailer) manufacturing , and also to 

global automotive manufacturing firms and industries. 

 

Table 2. Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle  
Part Manufacturing Australia  

2019-20 – 2020-21 

Indicator 2019-20 2020-21 

Employment (at end June) 34,258 33,494 

Wages and salaries $2,274,000,000 $2,285,000,000 

Sales and service income $14,753,000,000 $15,069,000,000 

Industry value-added $3,956,000,000 $4,500,000,000 

Source: ABS (2021, 2022). Manufacturing sub-sector (231) 

 
The new government’s Buy Australian Plan contains initiatives to encourage 

investments in Australia’s manufacturing supply chains, including those for EVs. It thus 

constitutes a strategy for increasing the percentage of local content in foreign-

assembled EVs brought to markets in Australia. Governments can also mandate a far 

greater share of Australian components in EVs purchased for government fleets – as 

part of the broader procurement strategy outlined above.  

 

A more elaborate Buy Australian policy for EVs requires direct tax, targeting and 

incentive programs that could anchor Australian businesses and resources in 

homegrown EV industries based initially on government demand. Initial government 

investment can help to mitigate the risk borne by private sector initiatives that 

contribute to growing the overall size of the industry (and thus diversifying customers 

for EV manufacturing companies). 
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New Procurement Strategies to Manufacture EV Buses 

The Victorian government has partnered with Volgren and Kinetic to roll out a fleet of 36 

fully electric Australian-made buses in the Melbourne bus network from 2022–2025. The 

purpose of the project is to jump-start local EV businesses, supply chain networks and 

associated skilled workforces. The AMWU Victoria Branch is also working with the 

Victorian government, Volgren and Kinetic to develop new EV manufacturing training 

packages. This training and development of new skills is delivered in conjunction with ACE 

Automotive at the Kangan Institute, within the Victorian state-based public TAFE system. 

This example of industry development provides an example of how direct state support for 

projects to procure public fleets can also develop a highly skilled industrial base for further 

projects. 

Meanwhile, the manufacturing firm BusTech has partnered with the largest Australian 

private provider of public transport, Keolis Downer, to produce 16 new electric buses for 

operation in Queensland’s public transport network. This project is part of the Queensland 

state government’s commitment to reaching climate policy targets through a range of 

initiatives, including the decarbonisation of its public transport fleets (Sustainable Bus 

2021). This example illustrates the importance of public policy signalling support for zero 

emissions procurement projects in the private sector. 

It will be essential for the federal government to work actively to retain and incentivise 

the future investment of those technology and manufacturing companies—such as 

Tritium and Atlassian—that have their headquarters in Australia. This reflects decades 

of research showing that headquartered companies are intrinsic to successful 

innovation clusters and innovation precincts. They act as “anchor firms” to draw other 

large firms, along with related clusters of production and services industries. Advanced 

nations, from Germany to Japan and the United States, all pursue such strategies to 

secure and expand their supply chains. In the case of Germany’s globally leading 

position in robotics industries, this approach ensures that domestic markets are the 

leading purchasers of domestically manufactured products.  

 

Beyond retaining these and other companies’ headquarters in Australia, government 

should also consider provision of fiscal incentives to develop avenues for technology 

transfer within domestic industries in ways that help scale up local manufacturing 

capabilities, beginning with expanding investments in domestic battery and battery 

component manufacture.  

 

The new government must identify a range of initiatives that can build on 

regional strengths by mapping supply chain networks in Australia, including 

the various points at which value-adding and innovation efforts can be 

focused to produce competitive advantages in complex products and 

services. This should include identifying where major firms with 
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headquarters in Australia can be retained at the centre of industry clusters 

focused on EV technologies and related renewable industries, aiding 

technology transfer and commercialisation opportunities. For example, 

existing automotive component manufacturing firms in South Australia and 

Victoria hold great promise for reconfiguration to manufacture parts for EVs. 

The manufacturing capabilities of these states should be identified as key 

assets in building the capacity  for full final assembly of EVs, as well as the 

production and export of batteries and other components to global 

production networks. 

3.2 Add value to Australian resources 

The new Commonwealth government has pledged $1 billion for a Value-Adding in 

Resources Fund. This is a welcome commitment given the significant revenue and value-

added gains to be made from processing resources in Australia, rather than exporting 

them as raw commodities. The Rebuilding report reviewed estimates from the FBICRC 

and other sources of the revenue Australia loses when raw commodities are exported, 

with no or very little onshore processing, and then purchased back as finished products. 

A painful example is the current patter for Australia to export lithium in raw or barely 

processed forms (such as spodumene), and then reimport that material back in much 

more expensive, finished forms (such as Australian-made lithium-ion batteries in 

imported EVs). 

 

If Australia were able to process more of the minerals essential to the production of EV 

batteries and components4 locally, instead of exporting them as raw materials, that 

would provide the foundation for a vibrant EV battery and battery component 

manufacturing industry. This would allow Australia to ascend the global value chain for 

this industry and would increase the economic complexity of our product exports. It 

would also assist the development of local industry capabilities for the manufacture of 

manufactured inputs for other renewable technologies, such as wind turbines and solar 

panels. 

 

The previous Commonwealth government had already provided grants to several 

projects. These included a grant to a critical minerals loading facility and a $300 million 

contribution toward a combined $1.2 billion Modern Manufacturing Initiative for 

battery related industries, including cell manufacturing (see Table 3 below).  

 

  

 
4 These include lithium, cobalt, nickel, vanadium, zinc, silver and graphite. 
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Table 3. Modern Manufacturing Initiative Grants awarded to battery 
related industrial projects 

Recipient Organisation Project Type Grant amount ($m) 

Australian Vanadium Refining $4 

Albermarle Refining $5 

Batt Mobile End Use $5 

Brisbane METS Lab #1 Refining $1 

Mint Biomining Recycling $4 

Elexsys R&D End Use $4 

1414 Degrees Cell Manufacturing $2 

RedArc End Use $5 

Core Lithium Refining $6 

Elphinstone End Use $5 

Lynas Rare Earths Refining $15 

Pure Battery Technologies Materials $120 

Arafura Resources Rare Earths $30 

Australian Vanadium Refining $49 

Alpha HPA Refining $45 

Total $300 

Source: Author’s compilation from published sources. 

 

The new government’s Australian Made Batteries policy aims to further seize on these 

opportunities. Its initiatives include support for local processing capability in 

Queensland’s Gladstone area, investing $100 million towards the production of 

Australian-made batteries. The Queensland state government, meanwhile, mandates 

that the state’s publicly owned energy companies procure will energy technologies from 

this domestic source. The federal government has also committed to working with the 

Western Australia state government to build electric buses, with an explicit goal being 

to build upon WA’s globally leading position as a battery material producer and 

exporter by creating a secondary industry into which processed critical minerals can 

flow.  

A key to the success of the local battery manufacturing industry will be its ability to 

attract cheap Australian commodities for processing, refining and transformation in 

downstream industries. The increased regulation of commodities exports can help to 

ensure cheap and abundant resources are made available to a burgeoning EV battery 

and battery component industry. To assist in this, the Rebuilding report recommended 

that taxation measures apply to resource firms that export commodities without first 

seeking to trade in local markets, ensuring that Australian value-added efforts in supply 

chains are reinforced and assisted until reaching competitiveness. Under this regime, 

resource firms that invest in domestic downstream capabilities would be assisted in the 

form of non-trade barriers to competition for capturing value-adding opportunities in 

Australian supply chains for critical minerals and their application to associated EV 

components and manufactures. 
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Current industry policy settings not only enable, but encourage, the export of unrefined 

critical minerals. This continues to undermine domestic efforts to develop new 

sovereign mineral processing capabilities that are essential to the foundation of EV 

battery industries and further EV manufacturing opportunities. The new government 

should commit to reversing this trend, which will continue to stifle domestic EV 

industrial growth until industrial policy settings are reviewed and aimed at strategic 

competitive advantages. This would help to prevent the bypassing of domestic supply 

chains and the value chain opportunities that exist to manufacture critical minerals into 

complex components for EVs. 

The government should consider developing a supply chain guarantee policy 

aimed at critical minerals mining, refining and processing firm operations 

that are committed to downstream investments in Australian value chains 

for the purpose of manufacturing EV batteries and related components 

domestically. This regime could contain two complementary mechanisms: 

• a budgetary measure that contributes public investment to de-risk 

downstream industry opportunities, guaranteeing government backing 

of industrial development and boosting investor confidence; and 

• an incentive mechanism of government co-investment at the point of 

purchasing agreements between firms along the value chain, 

potentially involving procurement agreements and/or trade assistance 

being applied to projects across all elements of the value chain where 

there is a demonstrable plan for domestic industry investment and 

government can serve as a first-moving customer to help create 

domestic markets. 
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Domestic Battery Manufacturing Developments 

 

Recharge Industries is currently developing battery manufacturing capabilities in 

Australia through its plans to construct a large-scale battery cell production facility in 

Victoria. In partnership with researchers at Deakin University and drawing on an 

international research & development community, Recharge Industries aims to enhance 

local manufacturing capabilities and create local jobs in renewable technology industries. 

 

Mineral Resources (MinRes) is also aiming to develop its capabilities in the battery supply 

chain by developing battery cell manufacturing capabilities. This places MinRes in 

competition with Recharge Industries to reach the milestone of becoming Australia’s first 

battery cell manufacturer. MinRes currently processes the high-quality lithium hydroxide 

resources it produces at the Pilbara at the Kemerton lithium hydroxide plant near 

Bunbury, WA. It now sees great potential for this processed lithium to be manufactured 

into lithium-ion batteries in Australia, developing local manufacturing capabilities in the 

process. MinRes’s plans will potentially see it mine, refine, process and manufacture 

lithium battery products onshore in Australia for export to global markets. 

 

Recommendation #4: Invest in Essential Skills 

The Rebuilding report recommended that the government identify and prioritise the 

role of Vocational Education and Training (VET) in rebuilding Australian manufacturing 

industries, taking responsibility for this process of reform and rebuilding after a decade 

of relative neglect under the Coalition government (see Pennington 2022). In the 

context of EVs, this would entail the establishment of EV industry reference committees, 

comprised of representatives from unions, government, manufacturing, and renewable 

energy industries, and tasked with developing and expediting entirely new EV-related 

training packages and qualifications. 

 

The AMWU supports a national Manufacturing VET policy board that could serve as a 

model for an industry reference committee. It would be tasked with developing and 

implementing measures within a more coherent and constructive framework, through 

which VET could deliver training that provides skills and employment pathways for EV 

industry careers (AMWU 2022a, p. 8). This regime must include adequate funding for 

the highly technical work of reclassification (AMWU 2022c, p. 12), which is especially 

important where major shortcomings in existing EV-related training packages will not 

prepare apprentices appropriately for work with EVs as the industry expands. The 

AMWU has also recommended a minimum ratio of apprentices to tradespersons on all 

projects that attract government investment, finance and other forms of support. Within 

a framework of government EV industry policy, this would help to ensure the highest 

quality outcomes for workers in growing EV manufacturing and related industries 

(AMWU 2022a, p. 6). 
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Minimum EV qualifications (i.e., Certificate III, creating apprenticeship pathways) would 

help to sustain skills pipelines for growing EV industries and businesses spread 

throughout supply chains. Publicly funded TAFE must play a primary role in the 

development and delivery of EV training packages, ensuring that government plays an 

active role in the establishment of EV manufacturing, both in terms of industrial 

development and labour market programs. 

 

The AMWU (2022c, p. 4) has stated, “Australia’s economic growth and international 

competitiveness previously benefitted from workers and unions being actively engaged 

in workplace and industry productivity discussions which led to a compounding benefit 

of improving workplace skills, flexibility, and workers’ wages.” However, under the 

previous government, the role of unions in skills formation was undermined—

especially during the pandemic, when TAFE was further eroded, and the pipeline of 

apprentices needed to supply skilled tradespeople to industry was mistreated (see 

AMWU 2022c, p. 8; Pennington 2022). In this process, worker voice has been 

marginalised, hindering efforts to strengthen skills policy in ways that benefit workers 

and industry. 

 

The new government has stated its intention to improve the standing of VET in 

Australia’s education, training, and skills mix. The announcement of 465,000 fee-free 

TAFE places will contribute to restoring the critical role of publicly provided VET in 

preparing students for the Australian labour market and workforce. But a related focus 

on creating 1.2 million “tech” jobs requires further elaboration. Specifically, more clarity 

is required regarding the proportion of new tech jobs created in manufacturing, as 

distinct from the ICT sector and technology companies. Tech job streams should be 

more clearly defined so that the government’s push for job creation in industries that 

benefit from innovative technologies includes manufacturing (especially SMEs). 

Supported through targeted technology and skills development incentives, SMEs could 

be equipped to participate fully in emerging EV and battery technology supply chains. 

 

The government must announce a clear commitment to a detailed root-and-

branch review of automotive manufacturing and maintenance training 

packages. This will be essential to ensuring that broader efforts to increase 

the number of TAFE places available to students, include targeted efforts to 

ensure adequate training and skills pathways to support the establishment 

and growth of a domestic EV manufacturing industry. 

 

Recommendation #5: Attract One or More EV OEMs  

The Rebuilding report emphasised the importance of attracting global OEMs to Australia 

to undertake final assembly of EVs – thus re-establishing a domestic mass vehicle 

manufacturing capacity. It is encouraging to see the types of incentives to attract an EV 
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OEM to Australia that were put forward in the Rebuilding report, feature as part of the 

new government’s broad policy vision for establishing an EV industry in Australia. 

These incentives—some of which were explored in the above sections—include: 

• Commitments to electrify the government’s own fleet through procurement 

programs; 

• Partnerships with state governments for value-adding and processing projects; 

• Trade-related policies to identify global market opportunities; 

• Investments in VET and TAFE to help provide skilled workforces to growth 

industries; and 

• Moving the energy grid towards affordable renewable sources. 

Co-investment and part-ownership of new EV ventures must also be seriously 

considered by government as part of a package to entice a global OEM to begin 

manufacturing EVs in Australia. Co-investment would also constitute an opportunity to 

incentivise investment by OEMs in our supply chains. This would also act as an 

opportunity for domestic industries to play a more significant role in global production 

networks and value chains. Funding for small-scale domestic manufacturing has been 

proven to aid local EV manufacturers in connecting to global production networks and 

capturing valuable niches in OEM supply chains.  

 

Developing Australian EV supply chains through procurement and early-stage public co-

investments and venture capital placements would also encourage further OEM 

investment in Australia beyond its in-house manufacturing initiatives, by creating 

demand for more complex, high-value, locally made products. Such projects could take a 

variety of forms: for example, government guaranteeing major investment in EV battery 

and battery component manufacturing, helping to solidify a foundation for a far more 

extensive EV industry (including final assembly). 
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Developing New Technologies for Future EV Production 

 

Suzuki has recently announced its venture backing of Melbourne-based Applied EV, which 

develops software for both human-driven and autonomous EVs. As Suzuki moves into the 

global EV market, this helps to secure Applied EV’s position in global supply chains, 

particularly as EVs are more likely to be “software defined” vehicles that rely less on 

mechanics for operating systems and more on electronics (Davidson 2022). 

 

Roev, a company based in Queensland’s Sunshine Coast, retrofits ICE dual-cab Toyota 

HiLux utes with lithium-ion batteries, develops fleet management software, and provides 

customers with charging solutions. Its goal is to develop a uniquely Australian ute, as more 

capabilities are developed onshore in EV supply chains.5 Roev’s development has been 

supported by venture capital, with the company’s founders formerly linked to software 

company Atlassian (Glover 2022). 

 

The US government’s Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program is an exemplary 

case of public investment in innovative technologies and companies capable of 

commercialisation with significant benefits to the US economy.6 The SBIR helps to fund the 

translation of pure technical knowledge into commercial opportunities and is designed to 

meet national research and development needs in a diverse range of markets and product 

niches. 

 

The Australian government7 has a public program with similar aims to SBIR—the 

Australian Venture Capital Fund of Funds (AFOF), which encourages investment in a 

portfolio of early-stage ventures, mainly via tax incentives. But the AFOF is more limited in 

its scope and active role in shaping industrial developments, effectively socialising the 

costs of new ventures but privatising the profits.8 Rather than running AFOF as a fund that 

provides basic supports to private venture capital consortia, the new Commonwealth 

government should consider opportunities for providing direct funding to early-stage 

ventures in EV technology and manufacturing industries. This would both retain a public 

stake in these companies as they grow and ensure that there is future opportunity for 

locally made components and other products to be fed into domestically made EV supply 

chains. This virtuous circle would be made even more likely when coordinated with fleet 

procurement policies.  

 

Beyond the creation of markets for EV imports from other countries, the new 

government could consider additional changes to its tax and revenue scheme. The 

 
5 www.roev.com/about  
6 www.sbir.gov/about  
7 Several state-based programs exist also, including the NSW government’s own SBIR program administered by 

the Office of the Chief Scientist and Engineer. 
8 See Mazzucato’s (2017) work on how to reform financial systems so that public investment in new innovations 

is captured in returned public benefits. 

http://www.roev.com/about
http://www.sbir.gov/about
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Rebuilding report recommended a range of fiscal incentives, low-cost energy and 

infrastructure access, business and consumer subsidies, EV automotive training 

pathway programs, regional investment subsidies, government part-ownership, and 

other potential measures that could anchor large global firms in Australia’s growing EV 

industries. But for these to succeed, there must be specific “market-pull” measures that 

see government identify a problem, pitch an opportunity, and provide the leverage to 

bring OEMs to the Australian economy. 

 

For example, the pending arrival of several new major EV brands in the Australian 

market should prompt the government to consider where it could create opportunities 

for economies of scale in a domestic EV manufacturing industry, and target areas where 

economies of scope deliver competitive advantages in EV industry innovations. For 

example, the import of new vehicle models that are already being offered in battery 

electric form overseas9 could be targeted for government incentives attached to local 

domestic content requirements if global OEMs commit to local manufacture of EV 

models. Local markets could be created with changes to the Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) 

scheme. For example, extending FBT concessions to dual-cab utes would open 

consumer access to a range of larger models that serve dual commercial and private 

usage. 

 

Such incentive schemes would also work in tandem with local content requirements 

and procurement contracts to cement OEM commitments to Australia, and domestic EV 

manufacturing industry growth that sustains increased OEM activities. From the 

consumer side, the FBT scheme would be open to those consumers purchasing the EV 

version of global vehicle brands made locally in growing volumes. From the industry 

side, OEMs importing ICEs to Australia would not receive any incentives, but OEMS that 

import components for vehicles that are finished in Australia with a regulated level of 

components from domestic component manufacturers (including battery 

manufacturers) would attract incentives for operating in Australia. 

 

If this foothold was established for an EV OEM to enter the Australian industry 

landscape, others would follow. Furthermore, battery producing OEMs like Tesla, Bosch, 

or Siemens would then be more likely to seriously consider the growing capacity of 

Australia’s EV manufacturing industry and its proximity to local operations for mining, 

refining and processing critical minerals. Tesla’s chair, Robyn Denholm, has expressly 

stated that the global EV industry presents “one of the greatest economic opportunities 

for Australia this century” – referring to both the batteries that power EVs, (Brookes 

2022a), and the EVs themselves (Brookes 2022b). 

 

The new government must consider strategic public investments in 

Australia’s developing EV technology and manufacturing industries through 

 
9 Such as the Ford F150 ute produced in its electric variety, the Ford F150 Lightning, in the United States. 
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market-creation, industry co-investment, venture capital support and tax 

incentives that encourage a broader range of consumer demand. The 

common goal of all of these policies is to support domestic EV manufacturing 

industrialisation. 
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Conclusion 
This report has reviewed key policy recommendations from the Carmichael Centre’s 

recent Rebuilding report and catalogued the exciting developments in a range of policy 

areas relating to that report’s findings. Industrial developments in relation to advanced 

manufacturing and technology components for EVs, value-adding to critical mineral 

resources needed for batteries, and burgeoning supply chain initiatives to create 

linkages and fill industrial niches in global value chains all demonstrate a consensus 

across sectors and stakeholders about the burgeoning opportunities in EV 

manufacturing and related activities. Industry participants are demonstrating growing 

momentum to work strategically and coherently toward building a strong and viable 

domestic EV manufacturing capacity, aligned with Australia’s broader climate policy 

goals. 

 

However, the most important takeaway from this report is that all of these exciting 

initiatives are occurring in the absence of a concerted, systematic industry policy for EV 

manufacturing. Therefore, the possibilities for EV industries in Australia would be all 

the more enormous, if the new Commonwealth government would commit to active, 

coordinated industry policy that takes charge in driving Australia towards a renewable, 

sustainable, industrial future – built in large part on a domestic EV manufacturing 

capability. 
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